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Terry Rasmussen 
Guadalajara 
- Orozco's Last Portrait 
Welcomed by waving broomsticks 
in every dark doorway 
where children with no faces 
threw out anxious cries, 
we walked down hot narrow streets 
dodging stray eyes and taxis 
and the limp limbs of beggars 
sprawled out in defeat. 
We lunched in an open cafe 
where the waiter lifted our plates 
and blew green beetles, 
horned like miniature stegasaurus', 
onto our shoes, while the ones 
in the branches above us 
dropped like pebbles 
into our hair. 
You mentioned how odd it was 
-there weren't any flies. 
We strolled through Mercado Libertad 
rousing cages of finches and rusty cardinals, 
their molten feathers drifting down 
on neighboring tables of pink flesh, 
pig's feet and poultry, 
their stench closely guarded 
by bare chested men with colorful hats. 
You said it was the damndest thing 
-there weren't any flies. 
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Fodor's led us to an abandoned orphanage 
where police with machine guns 
directed us to return at noon 
so we sidestepped the cockroaches 
shoe-splattered on cobblestone 
taking pictures of the building 
that stretched on for blocks 
-so few windows, all grated, 
the small shadows within them 
playing tricks on our sunburnt eyes. 
Across Tapatia Square hung organ notes 
from an immense cathedral. 
We entered mass on tiptoe 
meeting a crucified mannequin 
of Jesus 
laid out in a delicate glass frame. 
Blood painted crudely 
around a thorned crown of wire 
and blanketing the railroad spikes 
piercing cracked plaster hands. 
Then someone began to sing 
beside the broad altar, 
more words unintelligible 
but a voice understood 
and we yielded, drifting forward 
to sit down in a warm crowded pew. 
Hundreds of brown faces 
veiled in lace or in tears 
and not a one 
whispered "American" 
or had to brush away a fly. 
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